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Abstract: The impact of costume design on audience is based on visual pathway. With 
the popularity of the Internet, the number of costume designs perceived by audience 
visually has increased significantly. In this context, how to design a costume that 
attracts the audience’s attention and meet their aesthetic needs has gradually 

become a main problem confronting designers. Compared with other techniques, 
artistic creation has obvious advantages in solving such kind of problem. In this paper, 
from the expression forms of artistic creation, the application of artistic creation to 
costume design is analyzed and studied.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Costume design is closely related to people’s daily life. Although different audiences 
differ in aesthetic needs and preferences, judging from the current costume market in 
China, most of the audiences are obviously common in final consumption choice of 
costumes. Based on this phenomenon, designers need to apply artistic creation to 
costume design, based on a full understanding of audience’s actual needs, and design 
more aesthetic and pragmatic fashion works for audience.  
 

2. Expression Forms of Artistic creation 
 
Common expression forms of artistic creation mainly include the following: sculpture, 
painting and traditional technique. These expression forms don’t have identical 
characteristics, but have something in common with costume design. From this 
perspective, it is feasible to apply artistic creation to costume design [1]. 
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3. The Application of Artistic creation to Costume Design  
 
Here, the application of artistic creation to costume design is analyzed from the 
following aspects:  

(I) Sculpture 
As a common form of artistic creation, the application of sculpture to costume design 

can produce a distinctive effect. The application of such a form of artistic creation to 
costume design includes the following forms: 

1. The application form of the artistic value of sculpture 
Unlike other forms of artistic creation, sculpture is characterized by an organic fusion 

of realism and romanticism. In costume design, designers can fully exploit the artistic 
value of sculpture, based on a full understanding of the appearance and connotation of 
sculpture, turning costume design into an artistic work including both realistic and 
romantic subjects. Under this circumstance, the audience’s diversified aesthetic needs 

can be better satisfied.  
2. The application form of sculpture stereoscopy 
This kind of application form means that designers refer to stereoscopy of sculpture 

and apply them to costume design. To ensure the audience’s satisfaction with costume 

works, it is also necessary to strengthen the application of pragmatism to costume 
design. Designers need to split costume works into separate parts based on 
ergonomics and promote the generation of the whole costume work, combined with 
the stereoscopy of sculpture, with good stereoscopy in each part. Since such a design 
process fully draws from sculpture and the principle of ergonomics, costume works 
designed by designers can also highlight the beauty of human body. For audience, 
costume works integrated with sculpture is undoubtedly more fit with their aesthetic 
needs and selection needs [2]. 

(II) Painting 
Compared with other forms of artistic creation, the advantages of applying painting 

to costume design are manifested in the two aspects: first of all, the similarity of 
formation process between painting and costume works. A comparison of formation 
process of these two works is shown in Table 1. It can be seen from Table 1 that the 
formation process of these two works is roughly the same, which creates excellent 
conditions for applying painting to costume design. Secondly, the agreement between 
painting and the audience’s aesthetic needs. To a certain extent, people follow the 

same standard to select and judge painting and costume works.  
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Table 1 A Comparison of Formation Process between Painting and Costume Works 
 

The Formation Process of Painting Work The Formation Process of Costume Work
Getting inspiration Getting inspiration 

Conception Conception 
Creation Design and creation 

Finalization Finalization 

 
Depending on different paintings selected, the application of painting to costume 

design can produce different visual effects. The application of a certain painting 
element to costume work is shown in Fig. 1. For audience, the application of painting 
can make costume works more distinctive and characteristic. Audience can choose 
costume types of according to their own painting preferences [3]. 

 

 
 

Fig.1 The Application of a Certain Painting Element to Costume Work 
 

(III) Traditional Techniques  
Many traditional techniques are suitable for being applied to costume design. 

Common traditional techniques and their effects are as shown in Table 2. Here, the 
applications of several traditional techniques in this table to costume design are 
analyzed respectively:  
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Table 2 Traditional Techniques that are Suitable for Being Applied to Costume Design 
 

Traditional 
Techniques 

Expression Forms When Applying Traditional Techniques to 
Produce an Effect 

Embroidery Color and shape 
Paper cutting Fragment 

Printing and dyeing Color 

 
1. The application of traditional embroidery  
The application of traditional embroidery to costume design is shown in Fig. 3. In this 

dress work, the audience’s aesthetic needs are satisfied from the two aspects: first of 

all, the material of dress. The designer uses grenadine, which has a good shaping 
effect, to meet audience’s demand for costume stereoscopy. Secondly, embroidery. In 

visual effect, when this dress is presented before audience, the audience’s vision will 

be focused on its embroidery. The designer makes the dress form a wonderful color 
contrast, using yellow, white and green flower and leaf embroidery. Compared with the 
material of costume, the effect of embroidery is more noticeable [4]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 The Application of Traditional Embroidery to Dress Design 
 

2. The application of paper cutting  
Previously, paper cutting, as a traditional technique, often appeared in important 

festivals only. As far as costume design is concerned, the application of paper cutting 
can be realized by using diversified paper-cut patterns in costume in part or in whole. 
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With respect to the use of paper-cut patterns in costume in part, designers may use 
paper-cut patterns, with letters as the prototype, in pocket, chest and other 
conspicuous positions. For large paper-cut patterns, a small proportion of paper cutting 
can produce a good striking effect. Such kind of costume work can leave a peaceful and 
elegant impression on the audience and raise the probability of purchase. With respect 
to the use of paper-cut patterns in costume in whole, this application mode can make 
the whole dress work produce a fragmentary effect. Such a design method can 
effectively meet the audience’s personalized needs for costume works.  

3. The application of printing and dyeing 
Among many traditional techniques, printing and dyeing were originally associated 

with costume. A costume work integrated with printing and dyeing is illustrated in Fig. 
3. Under the influence of costs, development of printing and dyeing and other 
constraints, printing and dyeing gradually faded out of the costume design circle. This 
phenomenon does not imply that this kind of printing and dyeing doesn’t have the 

value of being applied to costume design. On the contrary, the application of printing 
and dyeing can create a retro effect and rich cultural connotations in costume design. 
For audience, not only choosing a costume work integrated with printing and dyeing 
can bring a visual feast for others, but also the choice itself can be considered as an act 
of carrying forward cultural deposits [5]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 A Costume Work Integrated with Printing and Dyeing 
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4. Conclusion 
 
Artistic creation and costume design share certain similarities in nature. To improve the 
appeal of costume design for audience, different expression forms of traditional 
techniques, such as sculpture, painting, paper cutting, printing and dyeing, can be 
applied to costume design. For audience, the combination of artistic creation and 
costume design can promote the visual aesthetic effect of final costume works.  
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